


I N S P I R E D  B Y
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However you see it, Linear can make it happen. 
Whatever interior you’re working with and whatever 

mood you’re trying to capture, our clean, minimal 
lines give you the flexibility to think creatively. 

Whether you’re complementing historic detail or 
making a sleek, modernist statement, Linear helps 
you unshackle your imagination and do something 

special with every space.

S I M P L I C I T Y





They’re rational. They’re functional. They’re very 
beautiful. And their flexibility helps you bring pin-
sharp contemporary design to any environment. 
Inspired by uncluttered modernism, we’ve created 
a range of styles that complement anything from 
a new-build apartment to a refurbished mill. Lines 
are clean and satisfying. Tones are subtle and 
muted. Doors and drawers are handleless. These 
are kitchens that look at home in any space. We’ve 
built enormous flexibility into all our ranges. If you 
want tall, wide, fitted or island units, you’ll find our 
kitchens can flex to fit your imagination.

LINEAR’S MINIMAL AESTHETIC IS DRIVEN 
BY SIMPLICITY OF FORM. WE’VE STRIPPED 
OUT EMBELLISHMENT TO CREATE 
RADICALLY SIMPLIFIED DESIGNS.
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Subtle tones make a statement of their own, exuding 
an understated confidence that emphasises form 
and adds a quiet sophistication to a room.

COLOURS DON’T HAVE TO 
SHOUT TO GET NOTICED. 
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Linear offers a varied range of finishes to help you make 
the most of these subtleties. You can master the art of 
understatement with a variety of matt designs featuring 
touchable textures across a variety of wood grains and 
colours. Or you can select from a palette of gloss designs in a 
spectrum of subtle shades. Whatever you choose, it will retain 
a soft, restrained tone that focuses attention on the sleek, 
simplified forms of our kitchens’ minimal, modern designs.

WHEN TEXTURES WORK HAND-IN-HAND 
WITH COLOURS, YOU GET A THOUSAND 
NUANCES OF TONE AND MOOD. 

THEY THROW A SPECTRUM OF 
SUBTLETIES INTO THE MIX, WHICH 
YOU CAN USE TO ACCENTUATE 
LINES, MAXIMISE LIGHT OR CREATE 
INTRIGUING CONTRASTS.
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They’re rational. They’re functional. They’re very beautiful. And 
their flexibility helps you bring pin-sharp contemporary design 
to any environment. Inspired by uncluttered modernism, 
we’ve created a range of styles that complement anything 
from a new-build apartment to a refurbished mill. Lines are 
clean and satisfying. Tones are subtle and muted. Doors 
and drawers are handleless. These are kitchens that look at 
home in any space. We’ve built enormous flexibility into all our 
ranges. If you want tall, wide, fitted or island units, you’ll find 
our kitchens can flex to fit your imagination.

LINEAR’S MINIMAL AESTHETIC IS  
DRIVEN BY SIMPLICITY OF FORM.  
WE’VE STRIPPED OUT EMBELLISHMENT TO 
CREATE RADICALLY SIMPLIFIED DESIGNS.
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Not sure which one is for you? Follow us on Instagram 
to fi nd all the inspiration you need from kitchen trends 
to collection range updates and much more. 

Simply open Instagram and tap             to search. Scan 
the nametag below for instant access to our Instagram 
page and kitchen inspirations.

SYMPHONY
GROUP

Get creative and use the Symphony design tool to help visualise 
your own dream kitchen. First, choose your preferred style of 
classic or contemporary. Then fi nd the perfect colours, worktop, 

and handles to bring your ideas to life in seconds.

http://www.symphony-group.co.uk/kitchen-visualiser

BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFE WITH 
OUR KITCHEN VISUALISER

KITCHENS FOR EVERY LIFESTYLE
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inspire me



AVANT           Matt Painted Indigo & Chalk White with Brass Trim PAGE 17

Handleless kitchens provide a more 
pared-back, streamlined look and Linear 

Avant is no exception. Linear Avant’s gently 
chamfered top edge perfectly fits with 

handle-less, modern designs.

SLEEK SURFACES AND  
DELICATE DETAIL

A V A N T
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Linear Avant is also available in a range of matt painted 
colours that complement each other perfectly to 
create a beautifully modern look.

Matt Painted 
Chalk White

Matt Painted 
Pearl Grey

Matt Painted 
Platinum

Matt Painted 
Ivory

Matt Painted 
Duck Egg Blue

Matt Painted 
Clay

Matt Painted 
Dove Grey

Matt Painted 
Cobble Grey

Matt Painted 
Cooks Blue

Matt Painted 
Dusky Pink

Matt Painted 
Sage

Matt Painted 
Skylon Grey

Matt Painted 
Stone

Matt Painted 
Providence Blue

Matt Painted 
Indigo

Matt Painted 
Bottle Green

Matt Painted 
Atlantic Green

Matt Painted 
Black

Matt Painted 
Cashmere

Matt Painted 
Anthracite

AVA N T PA I N T E D

Gloss Pure WhiteGloss Dusk Grey Gloss Pearl Grey Matt Anthracite

AVA N T S TA N DA R D



Larder cabinets are not just for traditional 
kitchens, tall banks of units provide 
great storage options as well as looking 
modern and stylish. PAGE 21

This Linear design has been styled with Silestone 
Lyra work surfaces and a Brass trim.

Linear is available with a number of handle trim 
colours to complement your kitchen:

Matt Black Bronze

Aluminium Brass Copper

For work surface options, please visit page 58.



PAGE  22

The mix of matt and gloss finishes
create a stunning industrial style that fits

perfectly with the modern, handle-less
style of Linear Trend.

SUBTLE TONES &  
SMOOTH STYLING

TREND           Matt Anthracite & Gloss Pearl Grey with Black Trim

T R E N D
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The contrasting finishes of matt and gloss with a solid 
white work surface create a masterpiece of design. 
The kitchen is finished with a Black Linear trim and 
co-ordinating black metal plinth.

DESIGN MASTERPIECE

Gloss Pure WhiteGloss Dusk Grey Gloss Pearl Grey Matt Anthracite
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Black Linear trims elegantly frame cupboards 
and drawers to add a modern luxury finish.

Linear is available with a number of handle trim 
colours to complement your kitchen:

Matt Black Bronze

Aluminium Brass Copper

For work surface options, please visit page 58.



FINESSE           Matt Charcoal with Matt Black Trim PAGE 29

Linear Finesse combines the ultra modern 
simplicity of handleless design with the 

traditional feel of a shaker.

CONTEMPORARY MEETS 
TRADITIONAL STYLE

F I N E S S E
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Linear Finesse is available in three on-trend matt 
colours. The latest surface coating technology 

provides a robust anti-fingerprint finish that 
protects the kitchen doors and drawers. 

MODERN & MINIMALIST

PebbleCharcoal Hunter Green
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Linear is available with a number of handle trim 
colours to complement your kitchen:

Matt Black Bronze

Aluminium Brass Copper

For work surface options, please visit page 58.



FORM           Matt Concrete with Black Trim 35

Create an stunning industrial style kitchen 
with Linear Form Concrete and combine with a 

timber work surface for a welcoming feel.

INDUSTRIAL CHIC

F O R M



Linear Form is available in a array of finishes that 
include textured or smooth as well as the popular 

concrete or a wood grained look.

CLEAN LINES & SUBTLE TONES
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Matt Cashmere 
Grained

Matt Smooth Grey 
Grained

Matt Concrete Matt Grey Walnut

Matt Smooth 
Pebble

Matt Porcelain 
Grained

Matt Smooth  
Indigo

Matt Smooth 
White



Storage space maintains an unclutted feel 
and keeps your kitchen looking at its best.

Feature black framed smoked glass doors create 
a striking look that co-ordinates with open black 
metal display shelves.
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Black open shelves create a striking 
feature in a modern Linear kitchen.

Linear is available with a number of handle trim 
colours to complement your kitchen:

Matt Black Bronze

Aluminium Brass Copper

For work surface options, please visit page 58.
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Linear Pebble adds natural warmth paired with 
the light wood finish of Grey Walnut. The bronze 
trim completes the look of a modern, timeless 
kitchen space.

Textured cupboard interiors complement door 
colours and our cabinets are available with colour  
co-ordinated cabinet edging to ensure that your 
kitchen is seamless both on the inside and outside.

FORM           Grey Walnut and Pebble
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Linear’s Ice gloss doors are perfect for creating
light and space. With it’s sleek, sophisticated

finish this range creates a bold statement.

RATIONAL, FUNCTIONAL
& BEAUTIFUL

TREND           Gloss Platinum with Black Trim

I C E
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The classic grey tones of Gloss Platinum doors 
create a masterpiece of design with an Alaska 
White quartz work surface.

CLEAN LINES
& SUBTLE TONES

Gloss Platinum Gloss White

Gloss Cashmere Gloss IvoryGloss Anthracite
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Black Linear trims elegantly frame cupboards 
and drawers to add a modern luxury finish.

Linear is available with a number of handle trim 
colours to complement your kitchen:

Matt Black Bronze

Aluminium Brass Copper

For work surface options, please visit page 58.



Whether you have a compact space or an 
expansive open-plan environment, Linear 
will create a perfect kitchen. Whatever the 
situation, our wide range of units allows 
you to marry elegant simplicity with smart, 
space-saving design. Over the next few 
pages, we’ve illustrated just a few examples 
of how our kitchens can suit the space 
you’re living in.

Make the most of a spacious kitchen with co-ordinating 
wall bridging units and spacious pan drawersSculptural breakfast bar to 

complete the look  

Bank of compact 
mid-height appliance 
housings 

NO TWO KITCHENS  
ARE THE SAME.

S C E N A R I O S

PAGE 47

Ideal for spacious 
and larger kitchens01



Full height base units and 
compact wall units keep 
this design simple.

An island hob and extractor add 
a focal points to the layout and 
the island doubles as a breakfast 
bar, blurring the lines between 
kitchen and living space.

S C E N A R I O S

Try a bank of Tall Units with 
tall appliance housings to 
create a stunning backdrop 
to the kitchen whilst offering 
maximum storage space. 

The island offers the 
ultimate cooking and social 
arena in this highly popular 
kitchen layout.

Designed to combine 
kitchen and living space  03Ideal layout for social kitchens 

and maximum storage02

Feature shelving



Bi-folding wall units, a corner 
larder unit and pull out larder 
wirework provide ample 
storage space.

Create a functional working 
kitchen environment with this 
design where units wrap around 
for the convenience of the user. 

S C E N A R I O S

Flow a compact bank of 
units along one wall to 
create an integral part of 
any living space. 

Working in a small 
space doesn’t 
mean you have to 
compromise on style. 

Hidden internal drawers 
allow for cutlery trays 
and accessible storage 
space within the base 
cabinets.

Designed for classic 
U-shape kitchen05Ideal layout for apartments04



We’ve selected a wide range of finishes to 
perfectly complement the sleek lines of 
our kitchens. They give you everything you 
need to accentuate shapes and make the 
most of the kitchen space.

A V A N T  S T A N D A R D

T R E N D

D O O R  F I N I S H E S
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A V A N T  P A I N T E D

Linear Avant paint to order doors 
have a six week lead time.

Matt Painted  
Bottle Green

Matt Painted  
Skylon Grey

Matt Painted  
Atlantic Green

Matt Painted  
Anthracite

Matt Painted  
Black

Matt Painted  
Pearl Grey

Matt Painted  
Chalk White

Matt Painted  
Clay

Matt Painted  
Cobble Grey

Matt Painted  
Cooks Blue

Matt Painted  
Cashmere

Matt Painted  
Ivory

Matt Painted  
Indigo

Matt Painted  
Duck Egg Blue

Matt Painted  
Dove Grey

Matt Painted  
Dusky Pink

Matt Painted  
Sage

Matt Painted  
Platinum

Matt Providence 
Blue

Matt Painted  
Stone

Gloss Dusk Grey Gloss Pearl Grey Matt AnthraciteGloss Pure White

Gloss Dusk Grey Gloss Pearl Grey Matt AnthraciteGloss Pure White



Matt Black

Bronze

Aluminium

Brass

Copper

The main piece of a handle-less kitchen is 
the trim. A stunning touch that provides 
an accent to contrast with, or compliment, 
the overall kitchen finish.
 
Choose from five distinctive finishes 
which provide your new kitchen with a 
touch of flair and personalisation.

T R I M  F I N I S H E S
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Hunter Green Pebble

F I N E S S E

Charcoal

I C E

Gloss Platinum Gloss White

Gloss Cashmere Gloss IvoryGloss Anthracite

F O R M

Matt Cashmere 
Grained

Matt Smooth Grey 
Grained

Matt Concrete Matt Grey Walnut

Matt Smooth 
Pebble

Matt Porcelain 
Grained

Matt Smooth  
Indigo

Matt Smooth 
White



Durable and with easy-clean technology, 
our range of laminate work surfaces offer 
individuality in your kitchen.

L A M I N AT E  W O R K 
S U R F A C E S

Pastel Oak

Everest BlackDark Ash

Conway Elm

Marble Sirocco

TectonicaOak Block

40mm Postformed and PVC-edged Work Surfaces
Also available as matching upstands and splashbacks.

AlaskaAlpine White Brazilian Walnut

PAGE 58

Carbon Steel Copper Slate



Liberty Rock

Grey Terrazzo

Pearl Granite

Colmar Oak

Marble Bianco

Savanna

Cloudy Cement

Concrete

Onda

Volcanic AshRoman Oak

Venice Marble Silver OakWoodstone

40mm Premium Postformed Work Surfaces
Our range of premium worktops have been developed to have a tighter radius of 3mm for a more contemporary look and feel. Also available as matching upstands and splashbacks.

22mm PVC Edged Work Surfaces Work Surfaces
Slim worktops are very popular in modern kitchen design so our 22mm worktops are a perfect choice. Also available as matching upstands and splashbacks.

34mm Earthstone Work Surfaces
Earthstone offers an affordable alternative to other solid surface work surfaces whilst providing a similar look and feel.

Cinnamon

Antique Steel

Lucido

Arctic Marble

Antique Bronze

Cascade

Chalet Oak

Brazilia

Neve



Now you have taken inspiration from our collections and created 
the brief for your dream kitchen it’s time to visit your local Linear 

kitchen specialist to fi nalise your design. 

Linear kitchens are available through approved independent retailers 
throughout the UK. If you’d like to see our products, you can fi nd 

contact details for your local retailer online.

Start creating your dream home today by fi nding 
your closest Symphony retailer at:

symphony-group.co.uk/dealer-locator

R E TA I L E R S  H A N D 
P I C K E D  F O R  Y O U

To ensure the continuous development and improvement of our products, we reserve the right to make changes to the colour, design and descriptions or methods 
of manufacture of our furniture. Such changes may be made without prior notice and without incurring liability. In many of our products we use wood, a natural living 

material which will refl ect a variety of grains and textures, so variances must be allowed for. Styles that feature timber, PVC, laminates and melamine fi nishes may 
incur a slight colour change over the years. The term ‘solid timber’ applies to door and drawer fronts only. Colour reproduction in this brochure is as accurate as 

printing techniques will allow. Not every showroom contains all the products featured in this brochure. Gallery is a registered trademark of The Symphony Group PLC.

Copyright and all other rights in this brochure, the photographs and other works upon which it is based is owned by The Symphony Group PLC. No part of this 
brochure, said photographs and other works may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means (including but not limited to photocopying or storing in 

any electronic medium) without the prior express written permission of The Symphony Group PLC. Copyright The Symphony Group PLC

Symphony Group PLC.
Pen Hill Estate, Park Spring Road
Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 7EZ

General Customer Enquiries:
Tel: 01226 446000
enquiries@symphony-group.co.uk
www.symphony-group.co.uk/brands/linear-kitchens
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